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Chapter 291: Four Blueprints
Ever since what happened in Green Valley Ville, Lu Cheng and

Alumera
had been in a bad relationship with each other. Lu Cheng’s Black

Pine
Colony received numerous attacks and suffered quite some
damage. Since
Alumera had joined Han Xiao, Han Xiao wanted to settle this

problem for
Lu Cheng, so he called.
“It’s you.” Lu Cheng was cautious on the call. He had also

received the
intelligence that Han Xiao came from Alumera, so this raised his

alertness
and made him doubt Han Xiao’s motive in contacting him before.
“Don’t worry, Alumera won’t look for your trouble anymore.”
Han Xiao was
straight forward and expressed his standpoint.
Lu Cheng did not understand. “What do you mean?”
“I’m not on Alumera’s side, at least I was not. Now, they have

joined me,
and I have settled your conflict with them.” Han Xiao laughed.
“Friends
should help each other.”
“… Okay.” Lu Cheng’s tone softened a little. Thinking of their

relationship
before, he felt Han Xiao would not lie to him, and he did not need
to. He
was just a small warlord, and Han Xiao was now a legend.
“After the war, the Six Nations will be the only large organization,
and there



will be fewer wanderers. Warlords will definitely be cleared out

in the
future…” Han Xiao repeated Xiao Jin’s words. Basically, what he
meant
was—The business you’re doing now has no future, my brother.
You will
definitely lose everything in the future, but my business has

potential. Don’t
say I didn’t remind you. Now there’s an opportunity, and I want

you. Don’t
let my kindness go to waste.
Lu Cheng was a little tempted. “Let me consider.”
After they finished talking about business matters, Han Xiao

asked if Le
Zhenyu was still in Black Pine Colony, and to that, Lu Cheng’s

answer was
he had already left. Han Xiao had some thoughts.
Lei Zhenyu was the Hero that built PE-0 Nanotechnology Muscle

Fiber, and Old Man Lu had entrusted him to help Lu Cheng. Once
Lei
Zhenyu left, it would be the chance to get the four blueprints that

Old Man
Lu had left behind. Old Man Lu would try to pass the message to

Lu Cheng,
who would then send someone back to the repair shop back in
Stardragon to
retrieve the blueprints.
Although their father and son relationship was very rigid, Old
Man Lu’s still
had a lot of love as a father. Han Xiao shook his head discreetly.
This
reminded him of his dad… oh, he was not talking about Xiao Jin.
Old Man Lu’s four blueprints were very rare items. They had very



unique
styles and could be considered a set of godly equipment in the
early stages
of a Hero. The chance to get those through knowledge fusion was

extremely low, so Han Xiao was tempted. He now had three

fighting styles
—ranged kiting style with the Ghost sniper rifle and
Electromagnetic
Hover-boots, all-round style with his Amphiptere Heroal suit,
and
Heroal Pugilist style with Compounded Magnetic Chain Split
Blades
and Thermo-Electrical Incisor Gloves. These three styles made up

his
current combat style.
The other machinery was not counted as part of his usual
tactics—such as
the ‘Rush’ style with Gen 2.5 Rangers and batteries or the pure

machinery
style with a large number of firearms—as these were rarely used.
Ever since
the creation of the snake series Heroal suits, Han Xiao had rarely

gambled for new blueprints. He knew the knowledge fusion

combination
needed for the blueprints. Other than trying his luck occasionally,
he only
spent EXP to fuse specific blueprints when he needed them.
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Old Man Lu’s four blueprints belonged to a new standalone
tactical combat
style. It was equal to being free. Of course, Han Xiao would not

miss it.
…
The sun slowly moved closer to the horizon, dyeing Stardragon

Western



Capital in a dusk glow. The people on the streets were in a hurry

as if the
night was a monster and they wanted to be back home before it
came.
Han Xiao walked on the streets slowly. It had been close to a year

since he
left, and now that he had returned, the feeling that the city gave

him was
slightly different. For one, there were more people. The remains

of the paint
from the anti-war protests could still be seen on the corners of the
walls,
and the large screen on the building far away played the news
about their
victory in the war and the upcoming climate deterioration. The
city was
covered in a heavy-hearted air, and the residents were worried

and lost
about their fate in the future.
Han Xiao was wearing the Facial Simulator and had a different
appearance,
wearing a wool coat. It was already winter, and these clothes

were very low
profile and ordinary.
Back at the repair shop that he had left long ago, it still had the

same
structure. Even his workshop remained beside the shop. Han Xiao

walked
into the shop, and a buzzing sound came from the workstation.
Lu Qian was
focusing on assembling machinery. She was alone—Old Man Lu,
who
usually sat at the door, was missing.
Lu Qian turned around. Seeing that a customer was there, she



hastily put
down her work and approached him with a smile. “Hello, what
do you
need?”
Lu Qian still had the familiar look, gentle and dedicated, like a
spring
breeze. Han Xiao sized her up and said without changing his

expression, “I
would like to customize something small.”
“Customize what?” Lu Qian blinked.
Han Xiao took out a blueprint and passed it to Lu Qian—it was a
mini
metal statue drawing, not very technical, just needed welding and
grinding.
Any machinery assembly shop could complete it. Lu Qian looked

at it for a
while and said while nodding, “No problem, come to take

tomorrow.”
Han Xiao shook his head. “I’m leaving the city tomorrow; I need
it tonight.”
With a troubled expression, Lu Qian said, “It takes about two
hours to build
this statue, and I’ll close the shop when it gets dark.”
“Then I can only go to another shop.” Han Xiao acted upset and

mumbled,
“Which repair shop take 30,000 dollars jobs around here?”
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Lu Qian’s eyes sparkled instantly, and she changed her response

immediately. “Today’s closing time is delayed; you can wait in

the shop and
receive the product as soon as it’s finished.”
Han Xiao laughed discreetly. He knew Lu Qian too well—this

method



worked every time.
There was only a chance to find Old Man Lu’s box if he stayed in
the shop.
Of course, he could not ask Lu Qian directly as it would raise

caution.
At this time, a new customer entered, it was a short hair man, he
said, “I
want to buy some household machinery. Do you have any?”
“Yes.” Lu Qian pointed toward the metal shelf on the side and

said,
“Everything on that is for sale. Sorry, I currently am doing

something, so
you can look at the products yourself.”
Han Xiao casually pulled a chair and sat down. Suddenly, he
sensed
something and looked to the side. He saw that the man who

walked in was
sizing up the items on the shelf while discreetly sizing him up and
observing him. Old Man Lu’s identity was special, so he had

entrusted
Division 13 to take care of Lu Qian before leaving. There was
always
someone that monitored the place nearby, preventing anyone

from harming
Lu Qian. This new customer was one of the regular field agents,
and he had
come to observe Han Xiao.
“Division 13’s man?” Han Xiao’s senses at LV 70 were very

sharp, so he

noticed this man’s footsteps showed unique signs of having
trained in the
military. He could guess it easily with just a little bit of thinking.
His



expression did not change, and he watched quietly. He was not
afraid of
getting recognized as he had changed his face for the time being.
It got dark, and Lu Qian was focused. Han Xiao sat on the other

side, and
that man was still looking at the shelf and monitoring him.
Han Xiao’s brows rose. He could not move freely when under

surveillance.
He shook his leg, and a mini spider detector crawled out his

pocket, moving

stealthily following the shadows. Han Xiao took out his laptop

while
blocking the vision of the other man with his body. He looked
down and
opened the controlling panel for the spider detector, then
switched it to
manual control.
The visual image of the mini spider detector showed on the
bottom right of
the screen, moving close to the ground. The detector was
equipped with a
metal detection device, and the pipes hidden under the walls and

the ground
were all reflected. He remembered Old Man Lu’s safe was metal,
so he used
metal detection.
Half an hour later, the spider detector found the target in Lu

Qian’s room on
the second floor. A suitcase-style safe was under the bed. Han
Xiao’s eyes
spun. He stood up immediately and asked, “Is there a toilet
here?”
Lu Qian looked up and wiped her sweat. “It’s upstairs. I can



bring you.”
“No need to, you do your stuff. I can go myself.” Han Xiao

rejected her and
walked upstairs. After a few steps, he suddenly heard that field

agent
following him up with the excuse of wanting to go to the toilet as
well.
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Han Xiao felt a little troubled. It was not easy to act when he was

being
monitored by someone. Suddenly, he had an evil idea. Coming to

the toilet
on the second floor, he suddenly turned around and punched the

field agent
in his face. The field agent had no time to react at all and could

only feel his
vision getting blurry and his nose being in extreme pain. Then, he
fainted.
Han Xiao held onto him and laid him down on the ground slowly.
He
walked into Lu Qian’s room, pulled out the safe from under the

bed, and
keyed in the password he remembered.
Ka-cha
The cover opened. Han Xiao gave it a scan, and the interface

notified him
that he had received four rare blueprints, so it was confirmed. He
was
delighted, rolled the blueprints up, and placed them into his bag.
Then he
took out the substitutes from his back and placed them into the
box,
restoring it back to its place.



The substitutes were also machinery blueprints, but they were

just normal
blueprints. There would be players in the future who would go

through
countless hardships to complete this mission. Thus, by putting

something
inside, the player who completed the mission would at least get

something.
Han Xiao felt that he had such a kind heart, almost so touching it

could
move the whole of ‘Galaxy’.
He carried the field agent down. Lu Qian was shocked and asked,
“What
happened to him?”
Han Xiao purposely put on a face of disgust and said, “This guy
wanted to
use the toilet together with me. It was a disgusting idea, so I

knocked him
out.”
Lu Qian’s expression became weird. Her eyes looked around on

the field
agent’s body then mumbled, “So exciting…”

Han Xiao sat down peacefully. He did not panic after knocking a

person
from Division 13 out. This was because of his strength. Plus, Lu
Qian and
he knew each other quite some time ago, so he did not want to

disappear for
nothing and make Lu Qian scared.
He chatted with Lu Qian to fill the silence.
…
“C156 please respond… C156 please respond!”
In a large room of a building a few hundred meters away, a team



of field
agents to protect Lu Qian was on standby. The captain kept

repeating the
same line into the walkie talkie, trying to reach the field agent in

the repair
shop.
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After not getting a response at all, their faces started to get

serious.
“Sh*t, he’s lost contact. There must be an accident in the shop.
Let’s move
now!”
The captain stood up immediately, changed into a bulletproof

vest, brought
along an ammunition belt, and burst through the door with the

team in tow.
Chapter 292: Sonic Sphere
The cool night wind blew in from the window, and the buzzing

sound of the
work station filled their ears. It was a little noisy, but Han Xiao

was chatting
casually with Lu Qian.
“Your shop has been here for quite a number of years, how’s
business?”
Lu Qian’s hair was tied back, and she wore a safety mask. While

looking
down and welding the metal, she replied, “With such a bad

location, of
course, the business isn’t good.”
“You seemed busy when I came in.”
Lu Qian shook her head. “I’m the only one here. With the orders

stacking



up, of course, there is always something to do.”
“Aren’t you going to hire a helper?”
Lu Qian paused and sighed. “Hired one before, left.”
“Probably because the salary was too low.” Han Xiao shook his

head in
disapproval.
“Was that the reason?” Lu Qian doubted.
She was just an ordinary person and did not know about these
large issues.
Han Xiao had left without saying goodbye back then and had
been
uncontactable since, so Lu Qian still held a grudge.
The apprentice worker whom they had finally been able to hire
had
disappeared just like that.
Although they did not spend a very long time together, Han Xiao

had left a
very deep impression on Lu Qian. Old Man Lu and she had been

the only
ones in the shop before, and with one more person joining in, it
had felt
much livelier. She had felt happy during the time they spent

together.
However, even after a very long wait, Han Xiao still had not

returned,
greatly upsetting Lu Qian.
“Since business is not good, have you ever thought of moving

elsewhere?”
Lu Qian shook her head. “This is my home.”
Rapid and dense footsteps approached. A group of field agents

arrived in
the dark.
Visit to discover_new novels.



At this time, the unconscious field agent slowly woke up. His
expression
changed, and he immediately wanted to get up with a roll.
However, a fist
enlarged in front of his eyes.
Bang!
Han Xiao knocked him out once again right before the eyes of the
field
agent team.
“Freeze, raise your hands!” The field agent team raised their

guns and
aimed at Han Xiao as the captain yelled, “We are Stardragon

Strategic
Defense Division. We need to verify your identity. You have to

come with
us.”
Swoosh!
With a few flashes of light, the muzzles of the field agent team’s

handguns
were sliced open smoothly.
The captain’s expression changed immediately. “Requesting
back—”
Boom! Boom! Boom!
In a blink of an eye, Han Xiao, who had been sitting on the chair

just a
second ago, was in the middle of the people. The field agent team
who had
entered ferociously were now all on the floor. With his attributes,
knocking
down these LV 10 normal field agents in an instant was a piece of

cake.
Security is too weak. I hope this will make Division 13 strengthen

their



guards. Hmm, it would be best if they don’t even let the players

in.
Han Xiao shook his head, took out stacks of cash, placed it on the

table, and
left.
Lu Qian regained focus. She stared at Han Xiao’s back and

suddenly asked,
“Have we met before?”
Without turning back, Han Xiao smiled faintly and said, “No, we
haven’t.”
After he disappeared into the night, Lu Qian put down the things

in her
hands. She took off the protective mask, tucked her hair behind

her ear, and
suddenly smiled, a smile with unspoken meanings.
…
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Han Xiao smuggled himself out of the Western Capital, boarded
the
helicopter back to the sanctuary, and then took out the blueprints

that he had
just received.

[Blueprint: Magnetic Chain Style Hovering Shield Shuttle]

[Blueprint: Sonic Sphere—Penetrate]

[Blueprint: Sonic Sphere—Quake]

[Blueprint: Sonic Sphere—Scout]

These four machines made up a unique combat style, with both

offensive
and defensive capabilities. The three different types of sonic
spheres were
the core equipment; they all had different functions that



complimented one
another. As the name suggested, sonic spheres were related to

sonic attacks.
Ultrasound and infrasound were equipped in the Penetrate style,
focused on
damage. Noise-sonic and Strong-sonic were equipped in the

Quake style,
focused on disabling. The Scout style was focused on support,
related to
sonar detection. It could also enhance the power of the other two

types of
sonic spheres, as well as create an area where all sonic attacks

within the
area would be enhanced. Plus, it had MP3 functions.
The requirements to learn these four blueprints were LV 45, more

than 250
Intelligence, [Basic Acoustics Lv.5], [Basic Heroal Engineering

Lv.5],
[Basic Energy Theory Lv.5], [Basic Energy Conversion Lv.5],
[Basic
Spatial Sensing Lv.3], and [Basic Electromagnetism Lv.4]. Han
Xiao had 68
Potential Points at the moment—he spent twelve to level up what
was
needed and satisfied the requirements.
One day later, Han Xiao returned to the sanctuary and

immediately started
building the equipment.
The core technology of the sonic spheres was acoustics; the most

important
part was the emitter of the sonic attacks. Pipes to produce sound

frequencies
needed to be made with electromagnetic plates and micro



adjusted
according to different sonic attack types, and to connect these

pipes together
into a sphere frame required high skills. He spent quite some time

before he
finally built the end product.
The three metal spheres lay on the workstation quietly. They
were roughly
two-thirds the size of an average human head. They were not

entirely
spherical, and there were some edges and corners. The exterior
was made of
cold armor to protect the interior core, and the emitters were

hidden in the
gaps between the armor.
The original control method involved hand signs and whistling.
Han Xiao
changed that into Nerves Connection control. By wearing a

specially-made

headset, it would convert the nerve signals and send them into

the receivers
within the sonic spheres to be identified into commands, and this

was
effective within sixty meters.
Up, Han Xiao commanded in his mind.
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The armor plate of these three sonic spheres split open and
exposed black
holes. White flames shot out from them, and they flew up,
wobbling,
hovering in midair. The sonic spheres had flying capabilities and

could
move freely in the air—it was his mid-range combat equipment.
Han Xiao



familiarized himself with the controls.
He then started to test the power of the sonic spheres. After some

observation, Han Xiao found that the range of Sonic

Sphere—Penetrate was
about twenty meters. It was used mainly to damage the target,
creating
armor penetration soundwaves and attacking the target through
obstacles.
The attack range was in a straight line or an inverted cone.
The basic damage of Sonic Sphere—Penetrate was 81–130.
Although that
did not look very high, that was not the case. The specialty of

sonic attacks
was that they are highly penetrative. The damage reduction from

armor was
very low, and with Han Xiao’s attribute enhancements and skill

enhancements, one hit from it could deal 350 – 400 damage. If
Flaming
Will was used as well, it would not be weaker than the Ghost

sniper rifle
that had more than 250 damage, Furthermore, the damage

output of Sonic
Sphere—Penetrate was more stable than the Ghost sniper rifle; it
could be
used as the main combat method.
Sonic Sphere—Quake had area disabling effects. It could cause

debuffs like
stunned, shocked, paralyzed, unconscious and such. Its attack
range was a
sphere of ten meters diameter. Sonic Sphere—Scout could create

a sonic
enhancing zone in a diameter of one hundred meters, increasing
the damage
and effects of the other two.



Thud!
Sonic Sphere—Penetrate sped up in an instant, smashed a pit on

the metal
wall, and made a loud noise.
The sonic sphere was very sophisticated. He smashed it against

the wall to
test its interior durability. This smash made it lose 17 durability,
and the
total durability of the sonic sphere was 1,600.
One percent is lost with just one hit. Seems it won’t last long if

it’s attacked.
The three sonic spheres—one for offense, one for control, and one
for
support—worked together. The defense would be taken care of by
the
Magnetic Chain Style Hovering Shield Shuttle, with about the

same
technology as the Compounded Magnetic Chain Split Blades but
for
defense. Technically, it was a ‘shield generator’. The hovering
shuttles
would form a shape in the air, then connect with each other with

electromagnetic energy. The shape it formed would become an

electromagnetic shield.
Shielding technology was very common in the galaxy, but there
was almost
no mature shield technology on Planet Aquamarine. In the

galactic
standard, this kind of single surface shield was very basic.
However, it was
rare machinery in Version 1.0.
He could control at most four sonic spheres at one
time—controlling more



would mean lower accuracy. To Heros, receiving strong

machinery did
not mean that its powers could be fully utilized right away. Many

complicated machines required the user to be very familiar with
them in
order to be able to utilize their full potential. The skills of Hero
players
were also based on how they used their best machinery, so-called
microcontrol.
However, micro-control was a piece of cake for the experienced
Great
Hero Han.
Including the sonic sphere style, I now have four combat methods.
The core
style would be Amphiptere Heroal suit, in cooperation with the

other
three, capable of ranged, mid-ranged, and melee styles. These
will be
enough for any situation at the moment. I will not need any new

combat
methods any time soon.
Han Xiao suddenly remembered that he had taken away what
belonged to
Lu Cheng, and he wondered what Lu Cheng’s reaction would be

after he
received the blueprints that he had replaced. Old Man Lu might

find him to
complain.
That was good as well. It had been quite some time since he last

saw Old
Man Lu, and he missed him a little.
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Chapter 293: Galaxy Pro League

Season One, Commence!



A period of stability arrived on Planet Aquamarine. Time passed

by quick,
and four months passed in a blink of an eye.
Sanctuary Three was completed with tall guarding walls, filtered
air, selfsufficient greenhouse farms, and many more. The aim of

the sanctuary was
to protect humans in times of disaster or even protect the tinder
of mankind.
In the last four months, Bennett had built more sanctuaries, but
none of
them could match up to the size of Black Phantom Sanctuary
Three.
Alumera and Lu Cheng had already migrated their people over,
built the
guarding city surrounding Sanctuary Three, paid the money, and
provided
the manpower to build the transportation network, which spread

all over the
sanctuary. Han Xiao’s sanctuary could be considered a large city.
The rewards of this main storyline mission were calculated and
given. Han
Xiao had almost finished most of the constructions, so he was

given an A+
grade.

[Sanctuary Plan – Sanctuary Three] Completed.
You have received 6,500,000 EXP. You have received 1 Potential

Point.
Grade: A+
+2,500 Dark Net Relationship Points. Current Relationship:
Reverence
(6,000) – [Leader of Dark Net]

A+ Grade Reward: Bonus 250% EXP (16,250,000), Special Item *



1
You have received [Medal of Honor – Sanctuary Owner (A)]

An experience reward was the main reward of this construction
type main
storyline, unlike the Germinal Organization main storyline with

many
special items or any random reward. There was also no new

dungeon
creation right in the NPC panel, probably because it was just a

construction
type main storyline and very little actually happened.
Although the war ended, there were still many more areas in

Planet
Aquamarine that could be explored. The more the players

explored Planet
Aquamarine, the more the Six Nations would fear the Inhumans

that were
becoming stronger as time passed by. However, in conclusion, the
situation
of Planet Aquamarine was stable. During this time, the main

storylines and
the main characters in other novice planets had surfaced and
started to
shine, whereas the heat on Planet Aquamarine had cooled down.
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Han Xiao was making preparation in peace in the sanctuary. As a
‘main
storyline main character’, the times he was mentioned gradually

became
fewer—most players only remembered him when they bought
loot boxes.
Just like ‘Galaxy Times’ said, when a main storyline ended, the
corresponding main character would also fade away.



Han Xiao was not worried about the reducing attention—the
things that he
did were already deeply printed into the players’ hearts, so he

had already
built his base. Even if he was covered by the other popular topics,
once he
made any more news, the players would still be immediately

reminded of
him.
In four months’ time, he had collected a large amount of EXP,
and the EXP
on his interface had a long string of zeros. Due to the interaction

he had
with the players, his position of ‘Hero Mentor’ was firm, so many

new
players in the game would also buy things from him. This was a
long-term
benefit.
His business was prospering. Han Xiao had a very comfortable life

during
this peaceful time, but he did not forget where he came from. He
still spent
time every day in the workshop, building equipment and training

himself,
improving and familiarizing himself with his combat methods,
making sure
he was always at his best and never rusty.
He had used the Destiny’s Child Character Summon card and
accurately
predicted the chance to head toward the galaxy. There was still
quite some
time left. According to his memory, Pro League Season One

would start
during this time. This was a player festival. Han Xiao had paid a



lot of
attention to the competition in his previous life, and he was

tempted to ride
along.
If his sanctuary could be the hosting area for the Pro League, it
would bring
a large number of customers in. The Pugilist and Esper class

advancement
knowledge that he had prepared, the enhancing drugs, the
high-level
equipment and many more would make him a lot of profit.
Han Xiao had cultivated Frenzied Sword, Maple Moon,
Bun-Hit-Dog, and
Hao Tian with a lot of effort, hoping that they could get a good

result in the
Pro League, as it would bring him honor too. Since everyone
knew that
these four people were the lucky ones that had earned Black
Phantom’s
help.
Galaxy Calendar Year 689, 1st March. On this day, an
announcement
marked in red was placed at the top of the forums. Its popularity
grew at an
unbelievable pace, which meant the number of people viewing

and
commenting was quickly increasing every second!
Within half an hour, it became the most popular post in the entire

forum!
“S1 Galaxy Pro League, officially established!”
It’s finally here. Han Xiao was motivated.
When the public launch just started, the rumors of the World

Esports



Association wanting to host Galaxy Pro League was already being
passed
around. And after one and half months passed in the real world,
finally, the
official message was announced!
“This morning, the World Esports Association announced the

official
opening of the first Galaxy Pro League. This will be the
authorized and the
highest-level competition, a player festival, and the biggest stage

for the
players to prove themselves. Showcase your skills and the world

will cheer
for you!
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“There are 37 countries participating in the first season of Galaxy

Pro
League—China, Japan, Korea, Russia… According to the planet

differences in-game, it is divided into 13 divisions. They
are—Planet
Aquamarine division, Planet Brighton division, Planet Longtune
division,
Planet Lonnie Division, Planet Aquamarine division…

“The matches will be carried out in the following modes: Singles,
Challenge, Groups.
“Singles: Single player competition. 1 vs 1.
“Challenge: Team competition. 1 vs 1, winner stays on stage

while the next
player of the loser enters. Last one standing wins.
“Groups: Team competition. Group battle in complex

environments.
Annihilate the enemy or complete special missions to win.
“Competition Stage One—Division Qualifiers: All players are



eligible to
register. Teams registering must have nine members, including
six players,
two substitutes, and one coach. One match elimination,
determining top 38
teams and top 62 singles in each division.
“Divisions Secondary League: 18 teams and 128 single

contestants will
enter, points based. Winners and runners up of each division will

enter into
the divisions stage, making up 40 teams and 64 players.
“Pre-Season: Warm up for contestants, no points calculated.
“Stage Two—Regular Divisions: Points-based. Teams will

compete in
Challenge and Groups. Top 8 teams and 16 players enter the

finals. If any
player belonging to a team enters top 16 of the Singles, that team
will
receive bonus points. Also, the first team and single player will

receive the
International Showcase Match invitation.
“International Showcase Match (All-Stars Match): Top teams

from
divisions battle with each other for a showcase, no points

calculated.
“Stage Three—Division Finals: Best of Five. Winners of each

division will
receive the Division Trophy! The champions, runners up, and
second
runners up will enter the Internationals!
“Stage Four—Internationals: Points-based. Top three of each

division
compete. Top 8 teams and top 16 singles enter the International



Finals!
“Final Stage—International Finals: Best of Five. Competing for

the World
Champion!
“Division Singles and Challenge venues are as follow: Planet
Winterfrost,
Fissure Canyon. Planet Brighton, Floating Island College… Planet

Aquamarine, Black Phantom Sanctuary Three.
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“Registration for Qualifiers and Secondary League will start
tomorrow. We

hope all contestants can receive their wanted position.
“S1 Galaxy Pro League—officially established!”
Every player’s passion was heated no matter which planet they
were on!
It was a worldwide festival!
Seeing that Sanctuary Three was the venue for Planet
Aquamarine, Han
Xiao heaved a sigh of relief, followed by a rush excitement. He
could
almost see a tsunami of customers overwhelm him.
The arena was way too suitable for Singles and Challenge, and he

had
opened it to the players. With such a suitable location already

built, the
chance of it becoming the hosting venue was very high.
Such a large festival like Pro League being held in his territory
was a huge
business opportunity!
The competition mode for the first season is the same as how I
remembered. Because it is the first season, there are only three

competition
modes. It will be more varied later.



Just as I expected, it is still Qualifiers, Regulars, Division Finals,
followed
by International Finals. The top three of both the division finals

and
international finals will receive huge prizes. All the various clubs
are the
main contestants of the first season. The normal players can only

achieve
something in the Singles.
It is actually easier to become a star in the Singles. The clubs will
sign some
good players after they showcase their skills, and they will

become pro
players next season, Han Xiao thought. He had experienced it

himself. As a
renowned Hero master, he had received invitations from clubs as

well,
but he had rejected all of them. He did not like the hardship in

team
training; playing the game comfortably was more suitable for him.
Han Xiao touched his chin and pondered, I remember China’s

result in the
first season was normal. Was it North America or a European

team that won
the champion? France? Maybe Canada?
He was staying in a high building in the middle of the sanctuary
at this
time. He looked down and saw the atmosphere of the players

changed—it
became filled with excitement, anticipation, and nervousness.
And so it begins…
Han Xiao was a little excited as well.
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
…



The commencement of the Pro League spread like a storm; every
player
knew about it. The teams and pro players of all the countries

were
motivated. After all their preparations, finally, the worldwide
competition
that they were waiting for had arrived!
Chapter 294: Competition Festival

1
“The registration for Group Stages is open. The club has already

chosen the
rest of the players and rushed us back to practice our tactics. Old
Hao, this
is the list of the other three members and two substitutes.”
There were three people in the chat room—Hao Tian, Sleepy
Winter, and
Twinkle Fried Rice. They were all pro players of the Long Sky

Club.
The four biggest names of China Esports—Temple of God, Long
Sky,
Dynasty, and Fried Eggplants with Fish. The players would
always be
reminded of these clubs’ achievements when they saw those
names.
The big names all had their pillars, like Li Ge of Temple of God

and ‘Three
Chariots’ of Fried Eggplants With Fish. Hao Tian and Sleepy

Winter were
both senior members of Long Sky; they were known as ‘Long Sky

Twin
Stars’. A few young players with potential had appeared in the

youth camp
in recent years, in which Twinkle Fried Rice was the most favored



genius
player that might become the successor.
Hao Tian, Sleepy Winter, and Twinkle Fried Rice were the core

players of
the Long Sky team. The competition requirement this time was

eight
players, including substitutes, where Hao Tian was the leader

without a
doubt. Sleepy Winter and Twinkle Fried Rice were definitely

members. The
other five had been chosen in the internal competition. The
winners formed
Core Team One with the three core players. The second-tier
players formed
Team Two—that was how large clubs worked.
Hao Tian went through the list and said, “These players are all
seniors and
familiar faces; they will be able to find their competition mode

with just a
bit of practice. The contestants are fine, no need for changes.”
He was a god player who had contributed to the club for years, so
his words
sometimes had more authority than even the coach and the
manager.
Sleepy Winter nodded and said, “The first season is very

important. Let’s
win it. I have looked at the competition details. There’re five
stages, so it

will last quite a long time. We have enough time to prepare and

continue
leveling up. Now is the time where the leading players are

reaching almost
LV 50. When the Division Finals arrive, the rest of the teams



should almost
be all at max level.
“The qualifiers are just the first stage. As it accepts registration
from all
players, the fight will be the most intense. There will be
thousands of teams
in one division fighting for only thirty-eight places—imagine how

intense
the competition will be. Because of the number of participants in

the
Qualifiers, it will be in the form of single match elimination. If we
are
unlucky and lose to a strong opponent, we will be out of the rest
of the
competition straight away. We have to be careful from the start.
“All of the enemies can be roughly divided into four
types—normal noob
players just joining for fun, high skilled normal players, strong
players from
clubs, and the teams from the biggest names. Our biggest
opponent will be
the other three biggest clubs. I estimate that three quarters of the

top forty
teams entering the regulars will be from clubs.”
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
“The group battle is ever changing, don’t underestimate any

team,” Hao

Tian said in a low voice.
“Old Hao, did you register for the Singles?” Sleepy Winter asked.
“Yeah.”
“I shall not go then.” Sleepy Winter shrugged his shoulders. He
was very
clear of Hao Tian’s skills. There was a very high chance he would

get a



place in the Singles and earn bonus points for the team in the
Regulars.
Most clubs sent their strongest player to the Singles.
As another member of the Long Sky Twin Stars, since Hao Tian

had joined
the Singles, he would focus on the team—division of labor.
…
At the same time, Frenzied Sword also registered for Singles.
Different
from a big name like Long Sky, the Jiang City Club that he was in

was a
small team. All the members in the club were just enough for the

number of
team members required. All of them were tier two players, and
only
Frenzied Sword had made a name for himself.
However, he was not the leader. The leader was ‘Lone Crane’, a
signature
player cultivated by Jiang City itself. Yet, he did not have any

achievements.
Jiang City was a dying team. When they saw the potential in

Frenzied
Sword and signed him as a strong help, the team only became a

little more
alive after he joined.
However, Lone Crane did not like Frenzied Sword; he felt that
Frenzied
Sword threatened his position. The management regulations in

the small
clubs was not as developed as the big names, so it was common to

put
seniority first when determining positions. Before making any

result, pro



players were all arrogant, thinking everyone else was just trash.
Frenzied
Sword was lucky enough to meet this situation and was often
excluded by
the team.
Updated_at
His Singles registration was obstructed by Lone Crane many times.
Lone
Crane’s reason was “The team needs to retain its power; you are

our ace. If
you expose too much in the Singles, the others will develop
tactics against
us.”
The registration only passed after being approved by the
superiors.
Frenzied Sword did not favor these fools. It was a crazy dream to

want to
achieve anything with such a team. He had put all his hopes into

the
Singles. As long as he made a name for himself in the Singles, his
position
would be stable.
My win ratio against God Hao Tian is now four to six. He’s a top
god
player; since I can win 40% of the time, there should be a high

chance of
entering the top 64 in the Singles.
Frenzied Sword was confident in himself. He had received tons of

EXP
from Han Xiao’s missions. His level was ahead of most other

players, and
his ability levels were high too. Plus, all his equipment was

limited edition
from Black Phantom’s shop. Heroal Pugilist depended a lot in



equipment. Most of his equipment was blue grade, his weapon
was even a
purple, and its machinery type also exceeded normal player’s

knowledge. It
was luxurious.
The so-called limited editions were actually tailor-made

machinery that Han
Xiao had built for him. Han Xiao was cultivating the four of them,
so he
had to look after them. In fact, Frenzied Sword, Maple Moon, Hao
Tian,
and Bun-Hit-Dog were regarded as his apprentices.
Frenzied Sword knew very well that the reason he was so strong
was all
because of Black Phantom’s ‘Hidden Storyline’. Every time he

thought of it,
he would feel extremely glad that he had met Han Xiao during
the closed
beta.
I have to get a good place! Frenzied Sword encouraged himself.
…
The registration for the Qualifiers went on intensively. Various
clubs made
frequent movements, news articles appeared in the forums every

single day,
and players discussed the developments actively. It was
boisterous. This
was a festival; the players all looked forward to their idols’

performance in
the pro scene, anticipating the battle of the highest skill level.
New_chap_ters are pub_lished on
The players could already travel between the continents.
Countless players



gathered in Sanctuary Three. Sanctuary Three was the host venue
for
Singles. Other than the registered players, many players came to

watch it
live. The number of players in the city increased non-stop.
The number of participants for the Singles was the highest as
most players
knew that they had no chances against the professional clubs’
teams, and it

was not easy to form a team. In comparison, Singles was much

easier. Any
one person could register. As recorded officially, every division

had more
than 100,000 players registered for the Singles. One could see

how intense
the Qualifiers would be.
The participating players were mostly older players that had
joined the
game in the earlier times. The new players afterward were only at

level 20
or so; them joining would only be free points for the others. Some

people
complained that the league started too early, but their voices
were buried in
the sea of people very soon after.
Eight months had passed in-game since the public launch.
According to the
competition schedule, the Divisions would last for about half a

year, and the

Internationals would only start after about a year of preparation
and rest.
This long break was mainly to give the qualifying teams more
time to
improve their cooperation, which showed how important the



Internationals
were. Also, it was a form of hunger marketing to improve the

influence of
the competition.
The competition would last about two years of in-game time. The
duration
of the entire Version 1.0 was three and a half years. The players
that could
not make it for the Qualifiers could only be considered
unlucky—time waits
for no man.
Maple Moon did not register for the Qualifiers. She was a casual
player, so
she hardly paid attention to competitions and was completely
ignorant of
the competition mode. Thus, she decided to be a spectator

peacefully. Of
course, Han Xiao would not force her to join the competition.
Furthermore,
a Hero that focused on building abilities like Maple Moon had
very
ordinary strength in Version 1.0. Not everyone had the skills of

the Great
Hero Han.
Bun-Hit-Dog, however, contacted his streamer friends and

formed a
streamer team to join the competition excitedly. With Han Xiao’s

experience and prediction, this streamer team would definitely

just be free
points. If they could join the Regulars, he would swallow ten

energy
crystals on the spot.
So, only three people under me will be joining the competition,
Hao Tian,



Frenzied Sword, and Bun-Hit-Dog… The last one can be ignored.
Han Xiao stood before the window, looked down on the crowded

square
and thought, Hope the two of them can get good results.
The registration stage was the brewing period of the competition;
it was
also the best period for him to earn a huge profit. 100,000
Singles
contestants were willing to spend money and EXP for just a slight
improvement.
Foll_ow new_episo_des on the platform.
A pleased smile appeared on Han Xiao’s face.
After heading toward to the galaxy, I won’t be able to interact

with a large
number of players in a short time. The EXP I earn now will all be

taken into
the galaxy—the more, the better.
Chapter 295: Competition Festival

2
The first season of Pro League was heated up. ‘Galaxy Times’ also

released
the latest episode to analyze the overall movements of the
competition,
which received a lot of attention, breaking the record of highest

viewers.
Han Xiao opened the video. This episode was clearly different

from the
others. The comments were much denser than before, and the

length also
doubled, showing clear signs of it having a lot of content.
After making the regular opening cold joke, the hosts entered into
the main
topic.



“The first season of Galaxy Pro League has commenced.
Registration has
opened for the Qualifiers. Players, are you ready for this

festival?”
The comment barrage filled with “always ready” flew past the
screen.
“Starting from this episode, we will continuously bring

comprehensive
competition analysis for everyone,” the male host said. “The
content of this
episode includes interpretation of the competition mode,
competition
schedule analysis, and introduction of the various strong teams in

the
divisions. We also invited the leaders of the four biggest clubs in

China as
guests in the studio. Okay, let’s first enter a short commercial

break. Don’t
leave, the wonderful content will soon be back.”
A not at all short commercial started playing for the next five
minutes.
When even the comments started discussing which baby diapers
were
better, the hosts finally reappeared.
Han Xiao was speechless. No wonder this episode is so long…

“Welcome back. So, the Pro League is divided into 13 divisions,
corresponding to the 13 novice planets, selecting the strongest

teams of the
various planets. And the clubs from some strong Esports countries

have
already selected their bases, which means that they selected their

division in
advance…”
The duo introduced the situation of the various divisions and



what were the
strong countries. Every strong team they mentioned, a barrage of
slogan
comments of that team would fly pass. Every strong team had

fans all over
the world.
When talking about the Planet Aquamarine division, the reaction
was the
most intense. It was the China version of ‘Galaxy Times’ after all.
“… Planet Aquamarine is the main division of the China clubs.
We have
invited the guests to analyze the situations of the Planet
Aquamarine
division. Let’s give a warm welcome to Li Ge from Temple of God,
Second
Prince from Dynasty, Hao Tian from Long Sky, and Sun Eggplant

from
Fried Eggplants with Fish!”
The comments exploded. Everyone knew that these four clubs

were
enemies, yet they were gathered in one place; it was an extremely

rare
occasion!
Visit for a better_user experience
These four were all leaders of the biggest clubs. They had a lot of

fans, and
they were enemies too, so the comments were filled with

arguments in no
time.
“Boss Li Ge is so handsome!”
“Temple of God is all trash. Fangirls, back off!”
“Don’t stop me, I want to carry the child of Li Ge!”
“We can’t lose, brothers. Hao Tian, I want to give birth to your



child too!”
“Why did Second Mace come out, where’s the boss of Dynasty? I

want to
see the top player in China!”
“That’s crossing the line, how can you call him Second Mace?
Call him
Second Son!”
“Sun Eggplant is the best!”
The four professional god players, all with unique characteristics,
appeared
in the image. Li Ge had the warm expression on his face as always,
being
the most handsome of the group. Hao Tian sat beside him,
expressionless
like a stone.
Second Prince was one of the renowned players of the Dynasty
club—
arrogant, combing his hair with his head held up high, fully
expressing the
definition of ‘too big for one’s boots’.
Among the four of them, this guy had the most haters. The rank
one god
player in China belonged to Dynasty, mysterious and barely

participated in
any shows. In contrast, Second Prince loved to speak badly of the

god
player in his own team, not hiding his ambition of wanting to

take over at
all. However, he regularly got thrashed by the god player in his

own team,
becoming a laughing stock, yet he never changed. All things aside,
he was
never a burden in the competition, so most of the haters were just



joking.
The last one, Sun Eggplant, was the last member of ‘Three

Chariots’ of
Fried Eggplants with Fish. He was a middle-aged man wearing

sunglasses,
looking undisciplined and shaking his crossed legs continuously,
one hand
behind the chair, sitting like a boss. He even had a toothpick

between his
lips. If there was not the rule of no smoking in front of cameras, it
would
definitely not be a toothpick.
Li Ge smiled and said, “Thank you for your invitation. Come to

think of it,
this is the fourth time I’ve showed up in Galaxy Times.”
The source of this_chapter;
“Thanks to everyone for being a guest in Galaxy Times,” the

male host said.
“Please, our four god-tier players, let’s start with the analysis for

the Planet
Aquamarine competition situation.
They started the analysis. Li Ge and Second Prince spoke the most,
Hao
Tian almost didn’t talk, and Sun Eggplant occasionally piped up.
The Planet Aquamarine division was the main venue for China.
There was a
total of tens of clubs. Other than the four biggest names, there
were other
large clubs like Thunder Storm, Fanatics, and Nine Gates. There
were quite
a number of strong pro players. They discussed the topic at length.
In their
eyes, the four biggest clubs were still the ones that had the most



chances to
win.
Thirteen novice planets, thirty-seven participating countries.
Small
countries did not have the ability to choose their bases. There
were some
foreign club events in Planet Aquamarine, not many of them, but
they were
strong nonetheless. It was not to be underestimated.
Although the so-called base planet was just self-named, and any

country
could come to play, this was a naturally formed sense of the

territory from
the players. Han Xiao remembered some clubs would send strong

players to
other divisions, creating a team disguised as ordinary players to

beat the
local clubs, which would make the local players lose face.
Electrolux, whom he had once met, was this kind.
“… Qualifiers will be the most intense stage,” Li Ge said. “The
participating players average at LV 40, not max level yet. With

the
elimination mode, luck will play a certain part, but the longer one
stays, the
more battles one will face. Even we can’t say that we are

confident of every
single match. The impact of the luck factor will be minimized.
The last top
38 teams will definitely be strong teams with real skills.”
Second Prince sneered. “Hehe, that’s because your Temple of

God is too
noob. Our Dynasty has absolute confidence. Anyone who meets

us just has



to wait for their death.”
Li Ge smiled on the outside but cursed on the inside.
He did not bother about the fool and turned to look at Hao Tian.
He smiled
and said, “Old Hao, can you fulfill your dream and become the

international
champion this time?”
“Success depends on effort.” Hao Tian’s words were few but had

a clear
meaning.
Second Prince grunted and said arrogantly, “Save it, you guys.
The
champion will be Dynasty!”
Sun Eggplant looked at him sideways and said, “Moron.”
This_content is taken from
Second Prince turned his head and stared at him furiously.
“What you staring at, looking for a beating?” Sun Eggplant

rolled his sleeve
like he was going to fight him any time.
Second Prince stood back and murmured, “Savage.”
The four of them interacted, and the comment barrage fired. This
episode of
the show analyzed the competition in detail. In the end, the four
of them
promoted their preparations of their teams, expressing their

fighting spirit
and their strong determination for the champion position.
Han Xiao shook his head. Although they all look undisciplined,
they were
all god players.
Through the show, his old memories of Season One Pro League

were
refreshed.



…
The Qualifiers registration ended very quickly. The official start
was three
days later, so all the contestants prepared themselves as much as

they could.
This time, hundreds of thousands of players gathered in the

sanctuary,
crowded around the arena, and filled the square completely.
Han Xiao looked down at the square.
Three more days to the start…
Han Xiao turned and walked downstairs.
It’s time!
Foll_ow current_novel on
Chapter 296: Sensation!
The sanctuary was overcrowded with people. Not only were there
contestants, but there were also spectators. It was more than ten

times more
boisterous than usual. The players’ line of shops extended from

the square
to almost the gate of the city.
The Divisions were big events for all players. The players not at
the venue
could watch the live stream on the forums.
Three days to the opening, there was one day that coincidentally

was the
fixed Black Phantom loot box sales day. Part of the reason a large

number
of players came to the sanctuary was also because of Han Xiao.
The location that he usually appeared at was already surrounded.
A male
player stood outside the crowd and looked around on his tiptoes.
“He should be here anytime soon,” the player mumbled softly.
His ID was ‘Jing Zhe’, an LV 20 Hero, one of the unnoticeable



spectators, as good as transparent in the crowded sanctuary. He
knew about
Han Xiao’s functionalities from the forums, so he wanted to buy

some lowlevel equipment.
This kind of new players appeared every once in a while, bringing
Han
Xiao long-term profits.
After waiting for a while, Han Xiao drove the truck and arrived at

the scene
with a 270 degrees tail drift. He jumped down from the car, and
the waiting
players swarmed over instantly to grab the boxes.
The number of boxes was limited. It was almost impossible to

purchase
them without putting up a fight to buy them as soon as possible.
Jing Zhe
was pushed around by the crowd.
After the boxes were sold out, only then did the crowd leave. Jing
Zhe
heaved a sigh of relief. Seeing that Han Xiao was still there, he
quickly
trotted over and conveyed his intention of wanting to learn
abilities. And as

he wished, he saw the shop list.
For more_novel, visit
So much machinery, and it seems like I can learn abilities here as

well. The
functions of this NPC are so rich. I heard he was the main

storyline main
character before… Jing Zhe was a new player that only started
after the end
of the Germinal Organization main storyline. He barely knew

about Han



Xiao’s past at all.
The items made his heart beat a lot quicker. And after he scrolled

down to
the bottom, his eyes opened wide in surprise.
This is… the class advancement knowledge for Pugilist and Esper,
[Energy
Burst] and [Tier 2 Gene Chain—Endurance Enhancement]. Both
selling for
30,000 EXP. Jing Zhe’s mouth was wide open with surprise.
Was Black Phantom not the Hero mentor?Why was he selling the

class advancement knowledge for the other two classes?
Anyway, he could not use them.
Jing Zhe took a screenshot, posted it on the forums causally, and
continued
to look at the other items in the shop. What he did not expect

was… this
post created a storm on the forums!
Every player who knew what this meant was shocked!
Jing Zhe did not know how rare class advancement knowledge
was yet, but
the older players knew it very well—Class advancement
knowledge could
only be exchanged after they farmed their relationship points
with the Six
Nations to ‘Reverence’, which almost no one could at the

moment. Yet, Han
Xiao had just started selling them out of nowhere!
Only one word could describe how to old players felt about Han
Xiao.
Horrifying!
Visit for a better_user experience
After being silent for a few months, Han Xiao’s name dominated

the forums



once again!
Jing Zhe was stunned. He had never thought that his casual post

would
trigger such a reaction.
However, what was more shocking only came afterward.
Countless players
came from everywhere upon hearing the news and swarmed
toward Han
Xiao. After they confirmed the news to be true, the entire
square’s players
became frenzied!
Black Phantom is the players’ blessing as always!
Suddenly, there was a commotion at the exteriors of the crowd,
and they
split open a path automatically. Renowned pro players walked in

one after
another—Li Ge, Hao Tian, Sun Eggplant, and so on. They
gathered in one
place and snatched the spotlight!
With the Pro League just around the corner, the appearance of
class
advancement knowledge was certainly a very timely help. No one
wanted
to be behind the others, so they all rushed here. Dozens of famous

pro
players surrounded Han Xiao!
Some of the surrounding players had not had the chance to meet
their idols
before, so they could not hide their excitement and screams.
Jing Zhe was completely stunned. A post that he had casually

published
turned out to attract a group of god level pro players. He was
used to being
a nobody and had never had such an experience. He was



shivering in
excitement.
These pro players led the way to buy class advancement
knowledge. The
EXP on Han Xiao’s interface rocketed by millions every minute!
Han Xiao
was overjoyed.
It was worth hoarding the class advancement knowledge till now.
It’s
profiteering! Han Xiao was delighted. He had long expected the

class
advancement knowledge to be a hit. In Version 1.0, the
prerequisites for
acquiring class advancement knowledges were very difficult. The
players
went through a lot of hardship to get them, yet he sold them

without any
prior requirements. It would definitely shock all the players.
Foll_ow current_novel on
The class advancement knowledge for these two classes came
from the
Germinal Organization central computer. Now that the Germinal

Organization had been eradicated, the class advancement

knowledge in his
hands became the only source of it throughout Planet
Aquamarine.
Tens of thousands of players gathered in the
sanctuary—excluding
Heros, players with insufficient purchasing power, and players

with
insufficient potential points. Even if there were only a tenth of the
players
that bought it, he would still make a crazy profit!
30,000 was not high for the players at this time. Han Xiao sold it



at this
price because he wanted to sell more quantity and also because
the
contestants would spend most of their EXP before the competition
to
strengthen themselves as much as they could. If he set the price
too high, he
would miss the opportunity on those who did not have any EXP
left.
He sold it for a few hours straight and only stopped as the sun
started to set.
He looked at the interface. The EXP that he had received was an

outrageous
amount of 300,000,000.
Han Xiao had more than 500,000,000 EXP in his pocket through

all sorts of
events during the four months, and it had grown by more than

half in just a
day!
The players’ demand for class advancement knowledge is
ridiculous. It will
be high in the first few days and will start to gradually decrease as
time
passes, but even then, it will still earn a healthy profit just like the
other
abilities.
Han Xiao opened the forums. The Planet Aquamarine panel was

filled with
posts about class advancement knowledge. Many analyzed why

he would
suddenly sell the class advancement for the other two classes
despite being
a Hero.
This even affected the panels of other planets. The other division
players



were shocked and felt pressured. It was competitive between the

divisions,
and Planet Aquamarine players getting class advancement
knowledge so
easily was bad news for other planets. Players from all the planets

were
discussing it.
Han Xiao was very famous in Planet Aquamarine, and he also

sometimes
appeared in Galaxy Times. However, most of his popularity was

limited to
Planet Aquamarine. This was the first time that his name had

spread to the
other players. The players from the other players started to know

his name
—Planet Aquamarine Legendary NPC, Black Phantom, Han Xiao,
Loot
Box!
New novel_chap_ters are published here:
Actually, every planet had their own storyline main characters

that appeared
actively as they took part in the main storyline missions. Despite
also being
the main storyline main character, Han Xiao was very different.
He did not
provide main storyline missions one round after another, yet the
functions
that he offered were horrifyingly rich. The Planet Aquamarine

players
received countless benefits from him.
He was the storyline main character, the Hero mentor, the
salesman for
rare items, the distributor for regular prize-pool missions, the
loot box



seller… His identity was so complex that the players had never
seen any
NPC that even came close. His position in the hearts of Planet

Aquamarine’s players was unique and irreplaceable. It was like
they had
gone through the change of times side by side. When the players

thought of
him, they felt a sense of familiarity and trust!
Chapter 297: Hao Tian’s First

Battle!
At the edge of players, Li Ge was frowning.
Most of the players were surprised about Han Xiao selling class
advancement knowledge, but not Li Ge, who was not happy at all.
He
already had another type of class advancement knowledge, which
the Guild
of Gods had poured their resources to help him get. It was Li Ge’s
trump
card; he was going to use it to shine in the competition.
However, Han Xiao’s actions largely decreased the effectiveness

of this
trump card of his, indirectly reducing the difference between him

and the
other players. Something that everyone owned would not be

considered rare
anymore.
Li Ge stared at Han Xiao with unknown meanings.
A few god-level players at the sides chatted in a group, and as

usual,
Second Prince was bragging. “With the god player, me, bringing
Dynasty
into the finals will be a piece of cake. An old man like Old Wang

would beg



me to carry him.”
“If it wasn’t for King Admiral, you Dynasty would not be one of

the biggest
clubs,” Sun Eggplant said with contempt.
Second Prince was furious. They argued for some time, and Li Ge

walked
over with a smile and said, “It’s good to be confident. I hope
everyone will
be honing their skills. I need some help in the international

competition to
earn honor for China.”
They raised the corner of their lips. They disliked the attitude of

Li Ge
always considering himself as the leader. Hao Tian said directly,
“I don’t
like you to always representing others, speak for yourself.”
Li Ge’s smile vanished. He looked at Hao Tian and said coldly,
“Then I will
see you in the competition. Don’t let me win too easily.”
They stared at each other with sparks flying.
Suddenly, a laid-back voice appeared from the side. “Found you,
moron,
follow me back to the team for practice.”
The others turned around to look. A player with an unshaven

beard walked
over. He looked scruffy and slovenly, but the ID above his head

was ‘King
Admiral’. This was indeed the low-key, mysterious pro player at

the top of
the leaderboard in China, Dynasty’s core. He had an eminent

nickname—
Emperor!
The source of this_chapter;



“Don’t call me moron!” Second Prince was not happy.
“Okay, moron.” King Admiral nodded.
“Ah, sshole!” Second Prince lost his cool easily when he saw the

god player in his own team. He said furiously, “Don’t be so
arrogant! One day, I will ride on your back and show you who’s

better!” Eww! The others were loathing. As if he had yet to wake

up, King Admiral dragged Second Prince away by his collar

without greeting the others. He did things his own way and did

not get along with the others, but in Li Ge’s eyes, this was
arrogance. Looking at King Admiral’s back, Li Ge’s eyes sparkled,
and he grunted in his mind. He yearned for King Admiral’s top

seat; his career could only advance further if he became the top

player. “There’s no room for error in this Pro League.” They

exchanged looks and saw the resolve in each other’s eyes. …
After three continuous days of sales, the EXP that Han Xiao

received had reached an outrageous 1,000,000,000! Including
the previous 500,000,000, he had a total of 1,500,000,000 EXP!
The amount of EXP storage determines how long I don’t have to
worry for EXP in space. The next stage of my growth will be

between the stars. The opportunities for growth can only be

caught with enough EXP. After LV 70, the expenditure for EXP
will be higher and higher. Plus, I’m a very experience-consuming

Hero. After entering space, there will not be many chances to

meet a large number of players, and there’s still the blank period

between the version updates. For more_novel, visit Han Xiao

was thinking about future directions. Although the EXP that he

had looked like a large amount, it would be finished one day after
he entered the galaxy. Since that was definite, he had to hoard as

much EXP as he could. Bang! A firework rose into the sky from

the square outside the window. This signified the official start of

the Pro League! The sound of cheers soared through the skies and



created a sound wave, spreading out like a tsunami. Looking
down at the arena, the arena had now been reconstructed into the

structure of a stadium. In the heart of it was a large ring

surrounded by nine smaller rings. At the edge of the center was a
large screen, and under the screen were the seats for the

announcers and judges. At the exteriors were the audience seats,
which were completely filled at this time without any vacancies,
with yelling and cheering lighting up the atmosphere of the
festival. “So it begins.” Han Xiao lay on the sofa, changed into a

comfortable position, and opened the forums to watch the live

stream. There were tens of millions of others who were watching

the stream like him! The beautiful female host, Red Phoenix,
wore a professional smile on her face and gave the opening
speech standing in the highest ring. Her pleasing to the ear voice

echoed in the arena from the speakers. “Galaxy Pro League

Season One, Planet Aquamarine Division’s Qualifiers officially

commence! “We have 2,759 teams and 104,652 players

registered. The teams will compete in the wild areas. The arena is
the venue for Singles; these rings will be where the contestants
compete! One round elimination, the pairs will be chosen at

random. The loser will be eliminated, and the winner will enter

the next round till the best 38 teams and 64 players are selected.
“The Qualifiers will last for one month of in-game time. Yes, this
will be a long season, but the entire process will be streamed. The
audiences watching the stream can choose the player they want
to watch freely, and our official stream will randomly choose the

battles that are highlightworthy.” Red Phoenix finished talking

about the competition rules and the speech to light up the
atmosphere, then pointed toward the entrance to the arena. Visit
for a better_user experience “Next, let’s start the opening battle

for Singles. Let’s give a warm welcome to the two contestants!”
From the dark tunnel, Hao Tian and the contestant with the ID



‘Star Chess’ walked out. The moment the two of them appeared,
the atmosphere of the arena reached its climax! To guarantee the
atmosphere of the opening battle, the players had been chosen

between the registered pro players. Hao Tian and Star Chess had

thus been selected. The two walked up to the main ring. Red
Phoenix stood between them and introduced them. “I believe
everyone is familiar with the contestant on my right. An old

warrior battling in the Esports ring for nine years, earning topfive
multiple times in the China pro player leaderboard, possessing an
honorable and amazing battle history, with a steady and firm

battle style yet not lacking aggressiveness. He is the core player of
Long Sky Club, Hao Tian! “On my left is a player you might not

be so familiar with. He’s a senior in the Esports industry, once
belonging to the Temple of God. His position was the core of his

club, just like Li Ge now, but he retired five years ago. Now, he
returns with his past honor and winning resolve. He
re-contracted with the Temple of God Club, Star Chess!”
Cheering exploded between the audiences. Both sides had

supporters, but the fan group of Star Chess was comparatively

smaller. He had been retired for five years; therefore, his
popularity had mostly faded. Star Chess looked up at his fans.
They were all familiar faces; he did not expect there to still be a

group of such supportive fans even after his five years of
retirement. He was quite touched. He nodded toward his fans as a
greeting. The fans cheered even louder with all their strength as

they saw this. After Red Phoenix introduced both sides, she first
approached Star Chess and said with a smile, “Welcome back to

the pro scene. How are you feeling now?” “Nostalgic,” Star

Chess said with a lot of emotion. “I’m reminded of the days I

used to battle in the pro scene.” “We’ll always remember the

achievements you led Temple of God to and that tint of pride.”



Red Phoenix complimented him before asking, “This is the first
season of competition hosted in Galaxy. Can you tell me how

much have you familiarized yourself with this game?” “I’m in a

very good condition.” Star Chess smiled and said, “Confident to
spar with any opponent.” Red Phoenix asked a few more

questions. Star Chess answered them with ease—he was

experienced at dealing with hosts. This_content is taken from

Red Phoenix’s eyes sparkled. She received the request from her

superior to create some interesting chatter, so she asked, “I heard
you invested your savings into a business after retirement. Your
company filed for bankruptcy last year. Is this part of the reason
you are returning to the pro scene?” Star Chess’s expression

remained unchanged and said, “Of course not. The pro scene is

where I made my name. Returning is just because I never forgot

where I came from. I’m looking forward to battling the younger

generation. Hope that I can dig out some players with good

potential and teach the young players nowadays some
experiences. It will help them in their battles at the international

competitions.” As he was speaking, he smiled toward Hao Tian

with a sense of superiority as a senior. Hao Tian was considered

as his junior. The ‘young players’ whom Star Chess mentioned, of
course, included Hao Tian.First letter of King Admiral is Wang;
the Old Wang previously mentioned was referring to King
Admiral. Chapter 298: The Battle “Okay. Thank you for the

response.” Red Phoenix smiled back and turned to Hao Tian.
“The legendary Hao Tian, are you confident that you will win

today’s match?” “You’ll see.” Hao Tian did not pay attention to

the reporter, as if his face was saying, I am focusing now, please
do not disturb me. He had always been a quiet man and never

liked being interviewed before the battle. He felt that using the

time before battle to prepare his mental state was the professional



thing to do. Moreover, his opponent was Star Chess. Hao Tian

had no comments about him. In the professional circle, everyone
knew that Star Chess had started his business after retirement,
but he had returned for the competition after his business went
bad. It was obvious that he wanted to use his popularity to milk

some cash. Since they were on different paths, there was nothing
worth talking about. The audience all laughed. They knew the

personality of Hao Tian, and they all loved to watch his cold,
calm demeanor. Red Phoenix’s face froze as she did not know

how to respond. However, she was one of the most experienced

hosts in the professional league, so she suppressed her

awkwardness and backed away from Han Tian. “Okay. Looks like
both of them are confident that they will win. Let’s start the
thirty-second countdown, and once it reaches zero, the
competition will officially begin!” The screen showed a

thirty-second timer, and the audience in the arena all quieted

down, tens of thousands of pairs of eyes focusing on the two men

on the ring. The nervous atmosphere froze the ring and the

stadium. Within the countdown, the judges started the pre-game

analysis. “It seems that both of them are from the Pugilist class,
and both of them are LV 46. They are at the same level, so we can
expect to see a high-level pugilist battle. This is the fight between
two generations, and I also feel that this battle has a sense of

ceremony. There’s no doubt that Hao Tian is in his peak

condition, judging from the uncountable wins. Plus, I’m worried

if Star Chess has maintained his game after being away from the
scene for five years.” Visit to discover_new novels. The other
judge then replied, “There’s no need to worry about that. All
professionals know how to adjust their own status before the
game, and Star Chess is already a veteran, which means he has

more experience than Hao Tian. I have a feeling that this will be



an intense and cutthroat battle.” Han Xiao sat up and straighten

his back and looked at the dense atmosphere on the ring. After
training Hao Tian for so long, it was time to see the result.
“Three… Two… One…” Bang! As soon as the countdown

finished, Hao Tian stomped his feet into the ground and charged

toward the opponent with surge of energy covering his body, as if
he was a siege tank. Bang! Bang! Bang! The two pugilist exchange
fists and kick with each other. The sound of punches landing on

the two’s bodies was deep and loud. The audience could see that

the status bars of both sides, such as the health bar, energy bar,
and stamina bar, were dropping. The veterans would not fight

like a rookie player, who fought as if they were video gamers

smashing all the buttons. Even in a lower-level battle between
Pugilists, it was essential to understand the timing of the use of

skill and how to distribute energy to continue to activate buffs.
They also needed to learn dodging techniques, reset timing,
damage calculation, and cooldowns of skills. In the fight of elites,
detail determined the victor! The battle between the two men on

the ring was filled with subtle techniques from both fighters.
Some spectators understood, while other did not, but in the end,
it did not matter if one was able to identify the techniques—the
audience all certainly felt a special atmosphere in a professional
battle. And it could be described in one word: steady! The rate of
decrease in their status bars was slower than the battle between
average players. It meant that both players used a lot of small

techniques that dodged a large amount of attacks from the enemy.
This was the clear distinction between professional players and
normal players. Visit , for the best no_vel_read_ing experience

The words of the judges were coming out faster than bullets from
a machine gun. The commentator was also a skilled man, and he

quickly analyzed the situation for the audience. “It is still a
stalemate on the ring. They are testing the water and only using



normal attacks with some small skills. Both of their health bars

are above eighty percent, and now, we’ll have to see who can

grab the chance to deal a combo attack.” There were countless

styles of players in battle, but using combos was always one of the

most popular techniques among the players, especially the

Pugilists. If they could break through the defense and get a brief

opening, the skillful players could take away huge portion of

health bar from the enemy, and it was even possible to one shot

the enemy with one combo. Just like the ‘Girl and the Floating

Island’, once one got knocked into the air, it was unavoidable
that one would lose a huge amount of his health. Moreover, as
professional players, Han Xiao and Star Chess had mastered the

art of combos, and there was rarely any chance of error. Now,
they needed to see how they could start the first combo. “Wait,
Star Chess is going in!” After they exchanged blows, Star Chess
suddenly lunged and stomped his front foot on the ground. An
invisible wave shook the ring as it traveled across. Knock up skill,
[Ground Stomp]! Any target within two meters would get knock

up if hit by the shockwave. This was a rare skill, and Hao Tian did
not react in time. His feet left the around, and he was around

thirty centimeters in midair. “This is bad. It seems like it is a rare

skill. Hao Tian got hit, but he wasn’t knocked very high, so
there’s no opening for combo… Star Chess charged forward and
landed the first punch of the combo!” The lower the height of

knock up, the harder it was to start a combo, but Star Chess
successfully found the opening, and a torrent of skills and attacks

bombarded Hao Tian. The random and colorful energy splashed

on his body, landing seven combo hits in an instant. Hao Tian’s

health dropped by a large portion. The judge shook his head and

commented, “Star Chess could still grab the slim opening for a

combo. Indeed, the older, the wiser. Let’s see how Hao Tian will



react to this situation. Everyone knew that before the competition,
Black Phantom sold out a class advancement knowledge called
[Energy Burst]. It will use up a large amount of energy in

exchange for a status of rage buff and knock back all the enemies.
This skill can stop the combo of the enemy, but it will use a lot of
energy. From the attributes of this level of players, they can only

use this skill once in a competition. Both of them have definitely

learned the skill, so let’s see if Hao Tian will use it first.” While

floating in the midair, Hao Tian curl his body into a ball to reduce
the damage taken. The dropping health bar, however, did not

affect his mental state. He was still focused and waiting for his

chance. The latest_epi_sodes are on_the website. Suddenly, he
found a mistake in the combo, and he opened up from his

defensive stance and caught Star Chess’s fist with one hand while
swinging his body open the head of the opponent, trying to get

behind Star Chess. “He used [Return of Cloud]! Oh no, even
though this skill is a midair escape skill, the successful rate is very
strict—you need at least ten points higher in Dexterity than your
opponent to have a few more percentage increase in successful
rate. But they are at the same level, so their attributes should be

the same! If the skill does not go through and fails, he won’t be
able to move, and the next combo from Star Chess will finish him

off. Seems like Hao Tian will…” The judge suddenly stopped his

tongue as he saw that Hao Tian escape the combo with the skill
and land right behind Star Chess. Then, without any delay, Hao
Tian’s elbow landed on the back of Star Chess’ head, stunning
him. Making use of the opportunity, Hao Tian grabbed Star Chess

by the shoulder and swept the floor with a kick and made Star
Chess float in midair without any defense. Then it was time for

Hao Tian to perform his mesmerizing combo. The situation
suddenly changed, and the audience was left in shock. “How did

the skill succeed?” The judge had no time to freeze and shouted



with his eyes wide open. “Now it’s time for Hao Tian to

counterattack… Why is Star Chess’ health bar going down so
fast?” Just now, half of Star Chess’ combo took away twenty-five
percent of Hao Tian’s health, but after only a few punches, Star
Chess had already lost forty percent of his health points. Part of it
was because Star Chess was stunned and could not define, but the
main reason was that the damage from Hao Tian was too high.
Star Chess could not believe his eyes as the damage numbers
popped up on the interface. “Hao Tian should have the same

Dexterity as me; there was no way that [Return of Cloud] could

have succeeded!” The flowing energy again highlighted the

serious expression of Hao Tian. He was indeed on the same level

as Star Chess. However, his skill level was much higher than not

only Star Chess but also the entire professional players in the
scene. Han Xiao’s reward of experience had all been used to

increase the level of skill, and that was why [Return of Cloud]

worked and his damage was unexpectedly high. Visit for a

better_reading experience Chapter 299: A Simpleton Compared

to character level, skills could directly increase one’s combat

prowess. Hao Tian sent out skills one after another and chased his
opponent to the edge of the arena platform. Hong! Suddenly, Star
Chess released a burst of energy from his body, causing a

shockwave of flame to break Hao Tian’s series of attacks. “Star
Chess has used Energy Burst!” exclaimed the commentator.
There were three ways to win in these fights. One could either

directly defeat one’s opponent, have one’s opponent surrender,
or force them off the platform. Star Chess was already forced to

the edge and had no choice to but to activate his Energy Burst.
However, the next moment, Hao Tian also used his Energy Burst,
and as if a raging wild bull, he rushed at Star Chess and threw a

heavy punch that broke through Star Chess’ defense and landed
right on his chest. Boom! The muffled sound of the impact rang



out! Star Chess lost his footing, fell off the platform, and crashed

onto the ground, causing clouds of dust to rise up. “The winner is
Hao Tian!” announced the commentator in a booming voice. “He
won!” the spectators screamed in excitement, and Hao Tian’s

fans all stood up and cheered for him. The screams from tens of

thousands of people flooded the arena like a tsunami! The
latest_epi_sodes are on_the website. Star Chess was led off the

center with eyes full of regret. Although this opening fight was

held more for the sake of showmanship, and neither of the pro

player would be disqualified regardless of the result, it was still a
great chance to gain popularity.Winning under the eyes of tens of

thousands of people was the best way to prove one’s reputation.
But now that he had lost, most of the spotlight was on Hao Tian,
unlike he had planned. But it was what it was. Since he had lost

fair and square, although Star Chess was unhappy, he still
suppressed his emotions. Red Phoenix bent her waist and walked

onto the center of the platform with a smile. “Thanks to both of

the pro players for bringing to us such a high level fight. Master

Star Chess, you unfortunately lost. Do you have anything you

would like to say?” Star Chess collecting himself and forced out a

smile. “It was an enjoyable fight. I got to witness how strong the

young man is. He has a lot of potential. People like him will be

able to take on my generation’s torch and fight for glory on the
international stage…” This was obviously just a formality. By
using formal language and constantly mentioning the ‘young’
and ‘older’ players, Star Chess was secretly emphasizing the fact

that he was a veteran. “Thank you for your thoughts.” Red

Phoenix turned to Hao Tian and said, “Master Hao Tian, do you

have anything you would like to say?” Hao Tian stretched his

hand for the microphone. Red Phoenix was glad as she thought

that Hao Tian was finally going to say something and quickly



passed him her microphone. Hao Tian stared at Star Chess for a

while expressionlessly. “Are you only here to earn some pocket

change or something?” He then dropped the mic and left without

another word. He evidently did not care about keeping up small

talk with Star Chess at all. Star Chess’s expression turned ugly,
and veins were almost popping out of his head. He gritted his

teeth. How could he say something in front of so many

spectators‽ Star Chess was furious. Try the platform_for the

most advanced_reading experience. The audience in the arena

was instantly sent into an uproar, and Red Phoenix hurriedly

tried to smooth things out.… “Kid’s got character. I like it,” Han

Xiao said as he smirked. He remembered Hao Tian from the past.
This fellow did not bother with the bullsht that came with being a
pro, and he hated being under the spotlight.
He focused on training himself all the time and was very
professional and
righteous. In other words, a combination of a gaming nerd and a

simpleton.
Han Xiao’s requirement when looking for players to cultivate was
basically
just how popular and how much potential the player had in his
past life. It
was not that he looked down on noobs or anything, but pros
simply offered
him a better return as they could utilize his resources to a better
effect.
With the current resources at his disposal, Han Xiao could easily

cultivate a
player to a point where they were invincible among the current
players.
However, he did not do this as it was not beneficial in the long

run. All the
benefits that Han Xiao had been providing Frenzied Sword and



the others
with were more or less logical compared to the current players’
level.
Although the current players had weak attributes, this did not

mean that
they were bad at controlling their characters. With that in mind,
Han Xiao
could still learn a lot from the players. Despite how overpowered

he
currently was on Planet Aquamarine, the new techniques that he

had
learned from the players would prove useful in future fights.
Countering various abilities, performing countermeasures in

emergencies,
movement control, overall macro… and so on were all part of

professional
tournaments.
Players all developed in their own ways, and watching all the

different
powers clash against each other was one of the interesting aspects
of these
fights. For example, although Hao Tian did not have Star Chess’s

[Ground
Stomp], he was able to use other trump cards. Being able to

utilize this
variety of skills to their full capacity and even combine them in
fights was
what differentiated pros from regular players.
Moreover, being able to develop oneself properly also counted as

a strength.
Take boxing as an example. If Person A worked hard every day to

train
himself, while person B slacks off all day long, naturally, A would

have a



physical advantage over B in a fight. Or maybe A had better

connections
and could find a teacher to teach him new moves, while B could

only train
by himself. There was no rule that said A had to stop and wait for

B to
catch up.
This logic could also be applied to players. Be it farming monsters,
complete missions, or looting for better equipment, no matter

how prepared
one was, in an actual fight, it would all come down to one’s

performance.
Maybe due to his lack of practice, B would get pummeled by A

the whole
fight. But just before B was about to lose, he might catch on to a

mistake A
made and turn the round with a one hit KO. Something like this

was
extremely common in tournaments.
Competitions would often produce with unexpected results, and
this was
what made it all so interesting.
The chance for Han Xiao to venture off into the stars would not
come for
another four or five months. As this was right in the middle of the

tournament season, Han Xiao planned to take this time to look for

more
potential lackeys. For him, players were currently the most

valuable
resource on the entire planet.
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
After the ceremony, the arena started off the regular matches. All
ten battle



platforms had one referee, and all had ongoing matches at the

same time.
There were about ten thousand players who had registered for the
tournament, and they were all currently going through the first

elimination
round. Each match was fairly straightforward and only took

around ten
minutes on average.
Only when the elimination stage entered the final rounds would
the
tournament slow down, giving time for the players to be

introduced one by
one.
As Frenzied Sword and Bun-hit-dog’s matches were held on a

different day,
Han Xiao got bored and went to the forums after switching
between several
fights.
There were a lot of players who were excitedly discussing about
the
opening fight. Hao Tian’s performance invited a lot of praise, and
Long Sky
Club also released their official message, congratulating Hao Tian
for
seizing victory in the opening fight.
…
A few days later…
Players were eliminated one after another, and the audience’s

excitement
was higher than ever. Han Xiao was also rejoicing from this.
Aside from selling merchandise, creating more tools, and training

with Hila,
he spent most of his free time watching the fights. He mainly paid

attention



to the team battles where two teams would try to fight each other
to the last
man on a random map. Each team was allowed to send in six

players.
Pugilist, Esper, and Hero. These three classes had drastically

different
combat styles and allowed for a large variety of team
combinations and skill
chaining. Moreover, taking into account of terrain differences,
team battles
were much more entertaining to watch than the individual battles.
The more common teams were composed of a main tank, melee

attacker,
ranged attacker, and someone in charge of crowd control. The
specific
numbers for each role would differ depending on the team’s
tactics.
Pugilist was naturally the most popular class for the main tanks.
Espers, on the other hand, were more of a jack of all trades. Due
to their
varying abilities, Espers could take on both melee and ranged

roles in a
fight.
Heros played the role of the main attacker and dealt outburst
damage
under their teammate’s protection.
Visit , for the best no_vel_read_ing experience

Chapter 300: Frenzied Sword’s

First Figh
Out of the three main class change trees for the Hero class,
Cannon
Master was the most popular among the players. It served as a

reliable
ranged attacker. Heros and Heroal Pugilists, due to the early



stage
of the game, were still quite awkward in a fight. There were close
to zero
contestants with those two classes.
Heros were definitely out of the question, especially when they

were a
player and did not have access to a vast number of resources that
Han Xiao
had. Without paying to win, the Heros’ combat strength was

nothing
impressive.
Heroal Pugilists, at this point in the game, were like a weaker
version
of the normal Pugilists. Moreover, they even had to repair their

tools every
time the durability ran out. A Pugilist would serve the role of a

meat shield
much better.
Han Xiao did not agree with this meta. Heroal Pugilists were
actually
already pretty strong in Version 1.0. As long as they did not have

awful
gear, they could easily be both a tank and an attacker. They
would also
adapt to different environments much easier due to the variety of
their
equipment. However, the Heroal Pugilist class did have a higher

skill
cap then Pugilists as they also had to control their machinery.
The combination of need for good equipment and harder controls
meant
that there were barely any who chose to play as a Heroal Pugilist.
Although the Heros were quite useful in group matches, they
performed poorly in individual battles. Players of the other two



classes
would often consider themselves lucky if they came up against a
Hero.
After nearly a thousand elimination rounds, Heros had already

been
defeated sixty-four times, while they had only won eleven times!
Many of the players on the forums had already come to the
consensus that
Heros were not suitable for PVP. After watching several fights

himself,
Han Xiao understood that, as the Hero was a class that would take
longer to develop, and also due to the class’s demand for skillful

controls, it
was not a class that suited the PVP scene this early on in the game.
Moreover, most the equipment that the Heros made was not high

level
enough to actually make much of a difference in a fight,
especially not
when other classes also had access to basic equipment.
The Hero class was heavily reliant on the player’s equipment, and
as
new versions of the game were released, players would gain

access to better
equipment and also reveal the strength of the class.
Today was Frenzied Sword’s first time fighting in the tournament.
The
opponent that he drew against was an Esper. Han Xiao was

watching this
fight live.
For more_novel, visit
Frenzied Sword was a Heroal Pugilist and had received a bunch of
‘benefits’ from Han Xiao—well, gear that he did not need

anymore.



Frenzied Sword was wearing the Magnetically-Controlled
Retractable
Armor and also had the Heavy Heroal Arm attached to his arm.
He had
also brought with him lots of other spare parts and gadgets,
which all hung
on his body. He was fully clad in metal, and he gave off a cold

glint under
the sun, looking like a heavily armored knight.
The opponent was an ice-type Esper. With the wave of his hand,
he
instantly covered the platform with a thin layer of ice, reducing
Frenzied
Sword’s movement speed while increasing his own.
The Esper was a kiting player, and he then took out an enhanced

Assault
Rifle and started firing at Frenzied Sword, causing a shower of

sparks to
burst on Frenzied Sword’s armor.
“Ice abilities combined with ranged weapons is indeed a good
combo to kite
with.” Han Xiao nodded.
Firearms and other equipment were available to players of all
classes, but
without the Hero’s Machinery Affinity, they could only dish out

the
base damage with those weapons.
Frenzied Sword moved across the ice as he tried to avoid the
spray of
bullets. He had very good armor on, so the Assault Rifle was not

much of a
threat to him. However, the Esper player planned to keep on

kiting and
slowly whittle down Frenzied Sword’s HP.



Bullets landed one after another on the heavy armor, but they
suddenly
stopped. The Esper had run out of ammo. Just as he was trying to
reload,
Frenzied Sword took this opportunity and leapt forward with the
help of the
booster on his legs. His legs exploded off the ground and scattered
the ice
surface that he was standing on.
Frenzied Sword flew through the air and rapidly closed in on the
Esper.
The Esper player hurriedly threw away his Assault Rifle and took
off a
grenade launcher from his back, immediately firing a shot at

Frenzied
Sword in midair.
Boom!
An explosion occurred where Frenzied Sword was, causing a

bright flash of
light, followed by a cloud of dust that rolled across the platform.
This_content is taken from
A sound of gears locking into place suddenly came from within
the smoke,
and a thin metal cable shot out and latched to the Esper player
before it
rapidly pulled him back to Frenzied Sword.
Bang!
The two clashed into each other and rolled around on the ground
due to the
impact. Melee combat was Frenzied Sword’s strong suit, and he

quickly
took care of the Esper after a few exchanging blows.
“Smoke to reduce visibility and increase the hit-chance of the
hook.” Han



Xiao nodded. He had focused on every single detail in the battle.
Frenzied
Sword was able to use the Heroal Pugilist’s abilities and
equipment to a
pretty good level, and he could be counted as one of the rarer

Hero
players.
Currently, no single player had reached the point where they

were
completely invincible. All classes had weaknesses that could be

taken
advantage of. In the case of the ice-type Esper, Heroal Pugilists
could
use their equipment to close in the distance, Pugilists could use

Energy
Burst or other movement skills, while other Espers also had their

own
tactics to use.
…
As he was not popular yet, Frenzied Sword’s victory did not

garner much
attention. Moreover, it was only an elimination round. However,
Han Xiao
thought that Frenzied Sword had shown a stellar performance in
that fight.
He just did not know if this Frenzied Sword was as good as the
one in the
past.
Players from around the planet went all out in the fights, and
soon, twenty
days had passed. Eighty to ninety percent of the players had been

eliminated, and the ones left behind were the cream of the crop.
Frenzied Sword had passed hurdle after hurdle and had not lost a
single



match up to this point, so more people were starting to pay

attention to him.
There was an extremely small number of Heros who had made it
that
far into tournament. So, naturally, as a Heroal Pugilist, Frenzied
Sword
piqued the interest of many curious players. Most of his earlier

matches
were replayed by players.
“Is this how Heroal Pugilists fight? He seems to bring along a lot

of
equipment. It looks kind of complicated.”
“That combo he did with multiple weapons and gadgets looked
really cool,
but it seems pretty hard to pull off.”
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
“What’s so great about this? He just has a lot of good gear. Take
away all
that equipment and let’s see if he can still beat a Pugilist.”
“Bruh… why would a Heroal Pugilist fight with their bare body
for no
reason?”
The forums were filled with different opinions, but overall,
Frenzied Sword
had finally made a name for himself. In a tournament filled with

Pugilists
and Espers, his Heroal Pugilist class was a breath of fresh air.
However, Frenzied Sword’s rising popularity was nothing

compared to the
current talk-of-the-town, Hao Tian.
As a pro player from Long Sky, Hao Tian had blasted through all

his
opponents since the first round, and he seemed to be getting

stronger and



stronger after each fight. His battle team was also taking win after

win in
the team matches section. Hao Tian seemed like a potential

candidate who
could carry the future of the Chinese e-sports scene.
Aside from the three core members, none of the other Long Sky

players
were anything to scoff at. They had great team fights and were

able to
effectively complement Hao Tian’s aggressive playstyle.
On the other hand, the pro players from the other gaming guilds

seemed to
be hiding their strength, so they were not blasting through all

opposition
like Long Sky.
Long Sky players demonstrated an overwhelming momentum in
both solo
and team matches, and they were the player favorite on Planet

Aquamarine.
Many video streaming channels were also focused on highlighting
these
players.
Bun-hit-dog’s ‘Suicide Hosts’ team had been eliminated in a

single round.
Han Xiao randomly watched their match, and his eyes almost

burst out of
their sockets.
All six members were Cannon Masters. It was a pure ranged DPS

team
composition… yet they were unluckily placed in a dense forest
that did not
favor ranged classes at all.
To make it worse, their opponent was a powerhouse team made

up of



foreign pro players.
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They were butchered.
Although Han Xiao knew that they did not have much of a chance
in this
tournament to begin with, he was still speechless at how bad their

luck was.
It seems like Hao Tian has the best chance of getting a good score.
Frenzied
Sword’s performing well in his solo matches, but his team’s

performance is
rather subpar, and they’re barely surviving in the tournament…
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